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Brightleaf Named to “20 Most Promising Enterprise Contract 
Management Solution Providers 2017” by CIOReview 

For offering unique, state-of-the-art technology powered service to extract highly accurate information from 
contracts 

Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions, Inc., a company that provides technology powered services to overcome the 
challenge of mining important data from unstructured documents, has been recognized as one among the elite 
group of companies that are featured in the Enterprise Contract Management special edition of CIOReview 
magazine. 

Brightleaf is the only company in the list of these 20 companies that provides semantic intelligence/natural 
language powered service to extract highly accurate data from contracts. Brightleaf uses its own people (lawyers, 
financial analysts and business analysts), its own Six Sigma process, and its own proprietary, Semantic 
Intelligence/NLP/AI technology to deliver this extracted data as a turnkey solution to clients.  

“We are happy to announce Brightleaf in our annual ranking list of 20 Most Promising Enterprise Contract 
Management Solution Providers 2017,” said Jeevan George, Managing Editor of CIOReview. Click here to view the 
complete list Enterprise Contract Management Solution Providers and writeup on Brightleaf: 

https://magazine.cioreview.com/magazines/September2017/ECM/#page=16 

“We are honored to receive this prestigious award from CIO Review. This award is a testament to the skill, 
ingenuity and vision of Brightleaf as well as the focus and value that Brightleaf adds to the Contract Management 
lifecycle.  By extracting the relevant data, and migrating older/legacy contracts along with the extracted data into 
these Contract Management Lifecycle systems, the value of the investment made by clients is exponentially 
enhanced. We love partnering with the system vendors for this necessary and critical step.”, says Samir Bhatia, 
CEO of Brightleaf 

Brightleaf provides cutting edge solution that leverages the company’s semantic intelligence/natural language 
processing technology. In order to deliver end-to-end and accurately extracted data from contracts, the company 
goes the extra mile of using their team of lawyers to check the contract and as well deploys their own Sig-Sigma for 
process delivery. 

 

https://magazine.cioreview.com/magazines/September2017/ECM/#page=16
https://magazine.cioreview.com/magazines/September2017/ECM/#page=16


ABOUT CIOREVIEW 

Published from Fremont, California, CIOReview is a print magazine that explores and understands the plethora of 
ways adopted by firms to execute the smooth functioning of their businesses. A distinguished panel comprising of 
CEOs, CIOs, IT-VPs including CIOReview editorial board finalized the “20 Most Promising Enterprise Contract 
Management Solution Providers 2017” and shortlisted the best vendors and consultants. For more info, visit 
www.cioreview.com 

ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC.  

Brightleaf provides a technology powered service to extract information from your contracts using our own 

proprietary semantic intelligence/natural language processing technology, our own team of lawyers to check the 

output, and our own Six-Sigma process to deliver end-to-end, highly accurate, extracted data from your contracts. 

The data can be virtually anything, and it is customized for each of your type of contracts.  All meta-data, terms 

and conditions, legal provisions, and even all obligations (which are usually scattered throughout your contracts) 

are extracted by our software.  This extracted data is checked by our team of lawyers, and provided in a format for 

easy upload into any system, such as a Contract Lifecycle Management System (CLM), for tracking and 

reporting (download Strategy Brief). 

This allows you to leverage the knowledge in your existing contracts, report on the extracted data, even recover 

hidden revenue (e.g. by policing penalty clauses in your supplier agreements) and comply with current and 

upcoming regulations. 

Brightleaf was voted one of the top five data mining companies, and the only one in the legal space.  
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